Large Specialty Financial
Institution Leverages Onix
and AWS Solutions for
Major Big Data Migration
and Modernization Gains

Executive Summary
A forward-looking ﬁnancial institution needed assistance identifying the strategy and tools necessary to
realize transformations in their big data environment. They looked to AWS solutions and Onix services to
re-architect so they could ingest large amounts of historical data, enhance reporting capabilities and reduce
manual data manipulation used in the curation of data and deployment of updates, all within a very
compressed time frame.

Customer Challenge
As with many organizations today, the customer
had been struggling to identify and vet technical
and business solutions so they could realize value
from their data using the AWS platform. They had
signiﬁcant amounts of current and historical data to
process and transform. In order to move with
speed and agility, they needed assistance with
some key eﬀorts:
• Ingest large amounts of historical data
• Evaluate and select the right technologies
• Enhance reporting capabilities
• Fine-tune their desired solution
• Eliminate or reduce the manual steps taken
while curating their data and deploying the
updates
• Automate testing of their integration — and go
live, all in just three months.

About the Customer
This 21st century personal and small business
banking institution with assets of more than 8
billion has roots in deep product and industry
expertise. It prides itself on its commitments to
eﬃciency and transparency, helping personal and
small business banking customers avoid hefty
ﬁnancial mistakes. The institution believes that
good people and innovation can eﬀect changes in
the world, so it invests human and ﬁnancial capital
to help to improve local communities and the lives
of their people.

Partner Solution
Using the Onix ﬂagship Analytics Modernization program OAM, we conducted a cloud readiness assessment
to analyze the customer’s architecture, business objectives and alignment, DevOps practices and analytics
capabilities. We recommended a value-added solution for the organization’s current technology design. For a
solid and scalable architecture, an Onix architect and engineer — experts with cloud data transformations and
building automated testing were added to the organization’s team. The customer quickly realized how greater
data insights drive strategic decision-making. We then developed the reference architecture and tech-stack to
build and deploy their modernized AWS data lake foundation and analytics platform on AWS. Finally, we
helped implement an MVP ETL pipeline modernization process to transform their data workloads and
optimize their target schema and data structures for their analytics and visualization use cases. Consistent
with our recommended best practice of “guided and experience-based migration and modernization," this
transformation was deployed at scale, ensuring the platform conforms to well-architected best practices.

Why the Customer Chose Onix?

Why AWS?
AWS oﬀers key new technology innovations and
cloud solutions enabling greater data insights, faster
decision-making and greater agility, all leading to
streamlined data processes and better service for
customers. AWS also features the broadest and
deepest portfolio of analytics tools for extracting
insights from all data types. The lucrative and
cost-eﬀective models allow businesses to transform
their practices to foster information delivery and
greater customer success. User-friendly AWS
services selected for this solution included
QuickSight, RedShift, S3 and Glue.
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With the decision made to move to AWS, the
customer needed a partner to guide them as they
explored strategy, analyzed processes and
implemented the solution. The widespread AWS
services experience oﬀered by Onix coupled with
our AWS-certiﬁed consultants and technical staﬀ
support appealed to the customer. We provided
data-driven recommendations and a step-by-step
approach to address each of the customer’s
challenges.

Impact and Results
The new model reﬂected a straightforward process
including ingestion, aggregation, curation and data
delivery — plus facile query capabilities. The AWS
implementation eﬀorts between Onix and the
customer yielded several key beneﬁts:
• A new framework was created to promote
improved and streamlined data ingestion.
• A scalable model was developed to support
existing and future reporting needs.
• The new dashboards provided valuable insights
and recommendations for actionable
decision-making.
• Internal IT resources learned about the newest
available technology services, leading to
quicker implementations and problem-solving,
and setting some new industry best practices.

About Onix
Onix is a world-class AWS Advanced Consulting Partner that strives to help customers increase organizational eﬃciency
through cloud-computing solutions. Our expertise covers D&A, App Mod/Migration, Cloud Adoption and MSP. With proven
success across hundreds of customers, we build agile yet scalable solutions by partnering with AWS to accelerate customer
experience and back our strategic planning and deployment expertise with incomparable service, training and support.
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